
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a configuration management
analyst. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and
to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be
considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for configuration management analyst

Coordinate with R&D project stakeholders (Configuration Management,
Service, Supply Chain, Marketing, others) to ensure that product changes and
system configurations meet business needs
Work with the Platform leads for each Ultrasound Product to execute the
Platform Strategy and provide input into the Sustaining Roadmap
R&D Platform Liaison to Production
Proactively accept and request additional project assignments to support
business goals and personal growth
Responsible for ongoing data integrity of CMDB
Analysis of auto-discovery scans
Ensure CMDB data meets measurable data quality goals supporting a
business context
Assign part numbers and revision levels in the Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) system
Review design release documents for completeness, accuracy, proper
authorizations, and updates
Incorporate and maintain bills of materials (BOM) in the ERP system

Qualifications for configuration management analyst

Participate in configuration reviews to ensure quality, standard compliance

Example of Configuration Management Analyst Job
Description
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In conjunction with the Solution Architect, System Analysts and Solution
Designer, assist in providing effort estimates for new projects and initiatives
Consult and assist on development of the Systems Requirements
Specifications
Work with Developers and other configurators to ensure that the SDS and
detailed technical design for data interfaces and reports is fully understood
and the development initiatives are in line with the intended design and
standards
Comply with the system development life cycle (SDLC) project management
methodology, business technology architecture and risk and production
capacity - including development of project documentation of system
requirements as related to configuration, estimates of scope and cost
Requires strong attention to details and organizational skills


